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The long-range communication between the two exosites of human α-thrombin (thrombin) tightly modulates
the protein-effector interactions. Duplex/quadruplex aptamers represent an emerging class of very effective
binders of thrombin. Among them, NU172 and HD22 aptamers are at the forefront of exosite I and II recognition,
respectively. The present study investigates the simultaneous binding of these two aptamers by combining a
structural and dynamics approach. The crystal structure of the ternary complex formed by the thrombin with
NU172 and HD22_27mer provides a detailed view of the simultaneous binding of these aptamers to the protein,
inspiring the design of novel bivalent thrombin inhibitors. The crystal structure represents the startingmodel for
molecular dynamics studies, which point out the cooperation between the binding at the two exosites. In partic-
ular, the binding of an aptamer to its exosite reduces the intrinsic flexibility of the other exosite, that preferen-
tially assumes conformations similar to those observed in the bound state, suggesting a predisposition to
interact with the other aptamer. This behaviour is reflected in a significant increase of the anticoagulant activity
of NU172when the inactive HD22_27mer is bound to exosite II, providing a clear evidence of the synergic action
of the two aptamers.

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Despite significant advances in the prevention and treatment of
thrombosis expanding day-to-day, this disease is still one of the leading
causes of death worldwide [1]. The anticoagulant drugs often used to
control blood coagulation (heparin, warfarin, and bivalirudin) in many
cases show adverse effects [2,3]. Oligonucleotide aptamers, DNA or
RNA sequences able to bind with high affinity and selectivity a target
molecule, have shown to be alternative specific anticoagulants, which
are characterized by nonimmunogenicity and nontoxicity [4,5].
Interestingly, a subclass of these aptamers that adopts a G-quadruplex
structure is able to effectively modulate the activity of the human α-
thrombin (thrombin), a multifunctional trypsin-like serine protease
that plays a pivotal role in the coagulation pathway [6,7].

In the last decades, various anti-thrombin aptamers were selected
[8–17] against the two positively charged regions (known as exosite I
and exosite II), which lie at opposite sides of the thrombin active site
and regulate enzyme activity by binding substrates and cofactors
des Martyrs, 38,042 Grenoble,
cultad de Ciencias Químicas,
s/n 28,040, Madrid, Spain.
[18–20]. TBA (also known as HD1) (5′-GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG-3′) is
the most studied anti-thrombin aptamer. It adopts an antiparallel G-
quadruplex structure and binds to the fibrinogen-binding site (exosite I)
of the thrombin with high affinity [7,21]. NU172 (5′-CGCCTAGGTTG
GGTAGGGTGGTGGCG-3′), the only anti-thrombin aptamer currently in
Phase II of clinical trials, adopts a compact duplex/quadruplex architec-
ture and shows a significantly higher potency as an anticoagulant with
respect to TBA [7,22]. Like TBA [23], NU172 also embraces the exosite I
with the two G-quadruplex lateral loops that interact with the protein
residues by means of hydrogen bonds and/or hydrophobic interfaces.
The presence in the thrombin-NU172 complex (thrombinNU172) of addi-
tional interactions with respect to thrombin-TBA (thrombinTBA) deter-
mines the improvement in the anticoagulant activity of the duplex/
quadruplex aptamer [22]. Despite their excellent anticoagulant proper-
ties and the advent of newpowerful aptamers [16,17,24,25], researchers
are investigating several strategies to overcome some long-standing
limitations of both TBA and NU172, as the short circulating half-life
in vivo [26–35]. Interestingly, another duplex/quadruplex oligonucleo-
tide, HD22, recognizes thrombin exosite II with very high affinity but
without exerting a potent antithrombotic activity [9,24,36].

To elucidate the structure-activity relationships of these attractive
compounds, extensive crystallographic studies have been performed
on thrombin-aptamer complexes [22,23,33,36–43]. In particular, the
recognition between the TBA aptamer and thrombin has been
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Table 1
Crystallographic statistics for the thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer complex. Values in brackets re-
fer to the highest resolution shell.

ThrombinNU172-HD22_27mer

Crystal data
Space group P21
Unit-cell parameters
a, b, c (Å) 84.93, 77.62, 95.41
α, β, γ (deg) 90.00, 103.47, 90.00

VM (Å3 Da−1) 2.87
No. of complexes in the asymmetric unit 2
Solvent content (%) 60.6
Data collection
Resolution limits (Å) 60.00–3.10 (3.21–3.10)
Unique reflections 22,065 (2150)
Completeness (%) 99.8 (99.8)
Average multiplicity 3.7 (3.7)
〈I/σ(I)〉 6.6 (2.2)
CC1/2 1.0 (0.8)
Refinement
Resolution limits (Å) 26.77–3.10
No. of reflections 20,946
Rfactor/Rfree 0.200/0.257
No. of atoms 6893
Average B factors (Å2) 36.82
R.m.s. deviations
Bond lengths (Å) 0.002
Bond angles (deg) 1.067

Ramachandran plot, residues in (%)
Favoured regions 91.0
Allowed regions 9.0
Outliers 0

PDB code 7NTU
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investigated both in binary [23,39] and ternary [42] complexes. On the
other hand, the interactions of the therapeutically promising NU172
aptamer with thrombin have been investigated only in the framework
of one-to-one binary complexes [22].

Since the function of thrombin is regulated by long-range effects in-
ducedby the interactionwith cofactors, substrates, or inhibitors, allosteric
interactions may be important for the thrombin activity modulation
[44–56]. In this scenario,we here investigated, using a repertoire of differ-
ent experimental and computational techniques, the impact that the
binding of a truncated form of HD22 (HD22_27mer, 5′-GTCCGTGGTAG
GGCAGGTTGGGGTGAC-3′) at the exosite II has on the binding and on
the anticoagulant activity of NU172. In particular, we report the crystal
structure of the ternary complex formed by the thrombin with both
NU172 and HD22_27mer (thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer), extensive molecu-
lar dynamics simulations of different thrombin/aptamer complexes, and
anticoagulant activity experiments. Collectively, the findings reported in
the presentmanuscript provide a clear and detailed picture of the cooper-
ative action that NU172 and HD22_27mer exert on thrombin inhibition.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Materials and sample preparation

The human D-Phe-Pro-Arg-chloromethylketone (PPACK)-inhibited
thrombin (for crystallization) and the active human a-thrombin (for an-
ticoagulant activity experiments) were purchased from Haematologic
Technologies (USA), while fibrinogen from human plasma and oligonu-
cleotides were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (United Kingdom).
NU172 and HD22_27mer samples were dissolved in 10 mM sodium
phosphate buffer pH 7.0 and 100mMNaCl (for crystallization) or Phos-
phate Buffered Saline (PBS) (for anticoagulant activity experiments). To
induce folding, all aptamer samples were annealed by heating to 90 °C
for 5 min and then slowly cooling down in 50–60 min and storing at
20 °C overnight.

2.2. Crystallography

A standard protocol [42] has been followed for the preparation of the
thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer complex in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer
pH 7.0 and 100mMNaCl. Briefly, the ternary complexwas prepared de-
positing a 2-fold molar excess of HD22_27mer onto a frozen sample of
thrombin. The system was left for about 7 h at 4 °C. Then the solution
was frozen again and a 2-foldmolar excess of a NU172 solution was de-
posited onto it. The systemwas kept at 4 °C overnight. The final solution
was extensively washed to remove the excess of the aptamers and was
finally concentrated to about 8 mg mL−1.

An initial screening of crystallization experimentswas performed by
hanging drop vapour diffusion method mixing 0.5 μL complex solution
with 0.5 μL reservoir solution at 20 °C, reproducing the conditions re-
ported in the literature for the crystallization of other aptamer-
thrombin complexes [22,23,33,36–43]. After a fine optimization of the
crystallization conditions, crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction data col-
lection grew in 26% w/v PEG 3350, 0.2 M ammonium acetate and 0.1 M
Bis-Tris pH 6.5 (Fig. S1).

Diffraction data were collected at the Institute of Biostructures and
Bioimages (IBB), CNR, Naples, Italy, using a Rigaku Micromax 007 HF
generator (CuKα radiation, λ = 1.5418 Å), equipped with a Saturn944
CCD detector. Crystalwas cryoprotected by addition of 25% v/v ethylene
glycol to the crystallization solution, flash-cooled at 100 K in
supercooled N2 gas and maintained at this temperature during the
data collection. Crystals of the thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer complex be-
long to space group P21 and diffract X-ray up to 3.10 Å resolution.
Matthews coefficient calculation suggested the presence of two ternary
complexes in the asymmetric unit and a solvent content of 60.6%.

Dataset was processed using HKL2000 software [57]. The phase
problem was solved by molecular replacement using Phaser MR [58]
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from the CCP4 package [59] and the coordinates of the native protein
(PDB code: 1PPB) [60] as search model. The starting model was sub-
jected to few cycles of rigid body refinement followed by several cycles
of coordinate minimization and B-factor refinement using REFMAC5
program [61]. Analysis of Fourier difference maps and manual model
building were performed with WinCoot program [62]. The final Rfactor/
Rfree values were 0.200/0.257. Detailed statistics on data collection and
refinement are reported in Table 1. The final model presents a good ste-
reochemistry, as also indicated by the analysis of some conformation-
dependent parameters such as the NCαC (τ) angle and the deviation
from theplanarity of theωdihedral angle (Table S1 and Fig. S2) [63–65].

The Superpose program [59,66] was used to calculate root-mean-
square deviations (RMSD). Features of the thrombin-aptamer interfaces
and interactions between the molecules were determined by PISA
[59,67], DIMPLOT (LigPlot+ package) [68], and HBOND (http://cib.cf.
ocha.ac.jp/bitool/HBOND/) programs. Molecular graphics figures were
prepared with PyMOL (DeLano Scientific, Palo Alto, CA, USA). The coor-
dinates of the thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer complex structure were depos-
ited in the Protein Data Bank (code: 7NTU).

2.3. Molecular dynamics: models and protocols

All-atom MD simulations in explicit solvent were performed on
the thrombinNU172 binary and thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer ternary
complexes in the absence of PPACK at the active site. In detail the
X-ray structure of NU172-bound thrombin (PDB code: 6GN7) [22]
and the thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer complex 1 formed by protein chains
AB, NU172 chain E and HD22_27mer chain G of the here reported crystal
structurewere used as startingmodels. Disordered regions (termini of the
light chain, the C-terminal end of the heavy chain and the γ-autolysis
loop) in these models were rebuilt using the unbound-thrombin struc-
ture (PDB code: 1PPB) as template. The endogenous sodium ion bound
by the protein and that in the G-quadruplex motif of both aptamers
were maintained in the starting models. The simulations of the free
thrombin and the HD22_27mer-bound thrombin (thrombinHD22_27mer)
previously performed [56] were considered for comparative purposes.

http://cib.cf.ocha.ac.jp/bitool/HBOND/
http://cib.cf.ocha.ac.jp/bitool/HBOND/
pdb:7NTU


Fig. 1. Details of the interaction between aptamers in the crystal packing of
thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer ternary complex. Thrombin, NU172, and HD22_27mer are
black, magenta, and green, respectively.
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For the convenience of counting, thrombin residues were sequen-
tially numbered from residue 1 to 36 for the light chain and from resi-
due 37 to 295 for the heavy chain. For the correspondence between
the MD (used in dynamics simulations) and CS (used in crystal struc-
tures) notations see [56].

It is worth recalling that thrombin exosites are not confined to a
single protein segment but encompass non-consecutive regions of the
polypeptide chain: residues 45 (CS 24), 104–111 (CS 73–79), 114 (CS
82), and 150 (CS 117) constitute exosite I whereas residues 121–134
(CS 89–101), 159–166 (CS 126–130), 205–210 (CS 164–169) and
280–293 (CS 232–245) belong to exosite II.

MD simulations were carried out with the GROMACS software [69]
using Amber99sb as force field. The starting models were immersed in
triclinic boxes solvated with water molecules of the TIP3P water
model. Sodium counterions were added to balance negative charges
(Table S2). Periodic boundary conditions were applied. All systems
were initially energyminimized for 50,000 steps using steepest descent
and then equilibrated at the temperature of 300 K for 500 ps and at the
pressure of 1 atm for 500 ps. The Parrinello-Rahman [70] and the Veloc-
ity Rescaling [71] algorithmswere applied to control pressure and tem-
perature, respectively. A 10 Å cut-off was applied to account for
Lennard-Jones interactions. The Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) [72]
method was used to compute electrostatic interactions (grid spacing
of 0.16 nm). Bond lengths were constrained with the LINCS method
[73]. Simulationswere run for 500nswith a time step of 0.002ps at con-
stant temperature (300 K) and pressure (1 atm) (NpT ensemble).

The root-mean-square inner product (RMSIP) [74] values, computed
on the protein Cα atoms between the two halves of the equilibrated tra-
jectories (100–300 ns and 300–500 ns), indicate that the MD simula-
tions reached an acceptable level of convergence (Table S2).

GROMACS routines [69] and the VMD program [75] were used to
check the quality of trajectories and to perform structural analyses.

2.4. Anticoagulant activity experiments

The thrombin-induced clotting of fibrinogenwasmeasured spectro-
photometrically [76]. A 1.8 mg mL−1 solution of fibrinogen in PBS was
placed in a PS cuvette to which the oligonucleotide(s) was (were)
added up to a final concentration of 40 nM. After an equilibration of
the solution in the instrument for 5 min, thrombin was added up to 5
nM. The time required for fibrin polymerization was determined from
an UV scattering curve (380 nm) recorded over time. Each curve was
determined in triplicate. The clotting time was derived from the maxi-
mum of the second derivative of each scattering curve. The basal
clotting time was determined in the absence of oligonucleotides.

3. Results

The impact of the simultaneous binding of NU172 and
HD22_27mer, a truncated variant of HD22 amenable for crystallo-
graphic studies, on thrombin structure, dynamics, and activity was
here investigated by determining the crystallographic structure of
the thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer ternary complex, by performing fully atom-
istic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on binary (thrombinNU172)
and ternary (thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer) complexes, and by measuring
the anticoagulant activity of NU172 as function of the presence/absence
of HD22_27mer.

3.1. Crystal structure of the thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer ternary complex

The thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer ternary complex was crystallized by
adapting and fine-tuning the experimental conditions used for other
thrombin-aptamer complexes. To avoid protein autodigestion and con-
sequently guarantee the homogeneity of the sample, the crystallization
experiments were performed using a thrombin sample in which the ac-
tive site was blocked by the covalent inhibitor PPACK. Crystals of
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thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer suitable for crystallographic analyses belong
to the monocline space group P21 and diffract X-rays up to 3.10 Å reso-
lution. The asymmetric unit contains two ternary complexes (denoted
as complex 1 and 2) in which, as expected, NU172 binds the thrombin
exosite I while HD22_27mer binds exosite II located on the opposite
side of thrombin molecule. The final refined model of both complexes
lacks some residues at light chain termini, Gly246 and Glu247 at the
heavy chain C-terminus, and Thr147-Lys149e at the γ-autolysis loop.
NU172 and HD22_27mer aptamers could be entirely traced in both
complexes. The two complexes in the asymmetric unit form an intricate
pattern of contacts with symmetry-related mates mediated by the
aptamers that generates a crystal-wide array of interacting complexes
(Fig. 1). Complexes 1 and 2 present a similar architecture, as also
shown by the value of the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD, 0.42
Å) calculated after the superposition of the Cα protein atoms and all ol-
igonucleotide atoms. Hence, the complex 1 will be referred to through-
out the text unless stated otherwise.

Thrombin structure has been carefully examined and comparedwith
that adopted in the unbound state and in the thrombinNU172 and
thrombinHD22_27mer binary complexes. In particular, the RMSD values
after the superposition of all the Cα thrombin atoms with those of the
aptamer-free protein (PDB code: 1PPB) [60], NU172-bound protein
(PDB code: 6GN7) [22], and HD22_27mer-bound protein (PDB code:
4I7Y) [36] resulted 0.48 Å, 0.51 Å, and 0.45 Å, respectively. This analysis
clearly indicates that the protein overall structure is essentially invariant
despite the different binding states. Moreover, residues of both exosites
adopt conformations that are similar to those found in the other crystal-
lographic models of both free and liganded thrombin. It cannot be ex-
cluded that this finding is due to the presence, in the thrombin active
site of all these structures, of the PPACK inhibitor that has been reported
to influence the intrinsic mobility of the protein [77,78].

As concerns aptamers, NU172 assumes a compact mixed duplex/
quadruplex architecture, which is very similar to that previously found

Image of Fig. 1
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in the thrombinNU172 binary complex (Fig. S3). Although retaining a du-
plex/quadruplex folding (Fig. S4), HD22_27mer presents some small con-
formational variations when compared to the structure it adopts in the
thrombinHD22_27mer binary complex. In particular, the tetrad II (Gua5,
Gua7,Gua12,Gua16) of HD22_27mer G-quadruplex domain adopts a
non-canonical organization, where all guanines are in the anti-
conformation (Fig. 2). This organization differs from that found in the
binary complex and is similar to that observed for the two previously re-
ported [42] ternary complexeswhere exosite I was bound to TBA variants.
This organization allows a more massive presence of a sodium ion be-
tween the two tetrads of HD22_27mer G-quadruplex domain (Fig. 2),
which is present at a very low level in the thrombinHD22_27mer binary com-
plex. Moreover, the Gua13 and Cyt14 nucleobases that stack on
HD22_27mer G-quadruplex tetrad II are flipped with respect to all other
previously reported crystal structures, binary and ternary complexes, of
HD22_27mer (Fig. 3). All these features underline significant differences
on the intrinsic nature of the two aptamers. Indeed, NU172 is able to
fold in a very packed structure thanks to a continuous stacking between
the duplex and the quadruplex domains. On the contrary, HD22_27mer
is a more flexible aptamer and its conformation is strongly influenced by
the boundary conditions. This is also supported by the finding that some
residues (Gua23-Thy24-Gua25) of HD22_27mer could assume alternative
conformations in the complex 2 of the here reported crystal structure.

Overall, the interactionmechanismof the two aptamerswith throm-
bin is conserved with respect to the two binary complexes. A compari-
son of the buried areas, the hydrogen bonds, and the hydrophobic
interactions is reported in Table S3.

It is worth mentioning that in thrombinTBA-HD22_27mer ternary com-
plexes the modifications observed in the tetrad II with respect to
thrombinHD22_27mer are transmitted up to the protein recognition site
and produce an increase of the contact area [42]. The rearrangement
of the tetrad II in thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer does not generate similar
variations at the protein-aptamer interface. It is likely that these ef-
fects are produced by crystal packing contacts as those detected in
thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer (Fig. 1).

3.2. Molecular dynamics simulations on the thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer and
thrombinNU172 complexes

In order to achieve a dynamic view of the recognition process be-
tween the thrombin and these two aptamers, MD simulations were
Fig. 2. View of the two tetrads along the G-quadruplex axis of HD22_27mer aptamer in A) thr
code: 4I7Y). Flipped guanine is labelled. The 2Fo-Fc electron density map of the sodium ion (ye
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performed on the thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer ternary complex. More-
over, to unravel mutual long-distance influences between the two
exosites, the structural/dynamic behaviour of the two exosites in the
ternary complex was compared to that observed in the related binary
complexes. Since we have already reported MD simulations of the
thrombinHD22_27mer binary complex [56], to complete the picture we
here performed MD studies also on the thrombinNU172 complex.

3.2.1. Structural stability of the systems in the MD simulations
MD simulations were performed in explicit solvent using the

GROMACS package [69]. The crystallographic structure of the ternary
complex described in the previous section was used as the starting
model of the thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer complex. For the simulation of
the binary complex, the crystallographic structure of thrombinNU172

(PDB code: 6GN7) was used as the starting model.
To assess the structural stability of the complexes in the crystal-free

environment, we preliminarily monitored the time evolution of several
indicators commonly used in MD studies as the RMSD values of trajec-
tory structures compared to the starting models, the gyration radius,
and specific structural parameters including distances and angles. As
shown in Fig. 4, the systems reach a stable state within 50 ns of the sim-
ulation timescale with average RMSD values in the range 2.5–3.5 Å. Ad-
ditionally, they do not show significant variations (<1 Å) in their
gyration radius (Fig. S5).

Despite some limitedfluctuations (<2.5 Å), thedistance between the
centres of mass of the protein and the aptamer(s) is well-preserved in
the binary/ternary complexes (Fig. S6A, B). In addition, no significant
variations (<8°) in the angle between the centres ofmass of thepartners
in the ternary complex (156° in the starting model) are observed
(Fig. S6C).

Overall, these results indicate that thrombinNU172 and thrombin-
NU172-HD22_27mer complexes donot undergomajor structural reorganiza-
tions when analysed in a crystal-free context through MD simulations.

Once assessed the overall stability of the complexes in the MD
simulations, we analysed specific structural features of the individual
partners, i.e. the protein and the aptamer(s), within the complex. The
protein/aptamer gyration radius values of the trajectory frames are in
line with those detected in the crystallographic structures of thrombin
(~18 Å), NU172 (~12 Å), and HD22_27mer (~14 Å) (Fig. S7). Also, the
number of intramolecular H-bonds (~230 for thrombin, ~35 for
NU172, and ~33 for HD22_27mer) is well-preserved throughout the
ombinNU172-HD22_27mer ternary complex and B) thrombinHD22_27mer binary complex (PDB
llow) in ternary complex is contoured at 1.5 σ level.

Image of Fig. 2


Fig. 3.Viewof Gua13 andCyt14 ofHD22_27mer aptamer inA) thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer ternary complex and B) thrombinHD22_27mer binary complex (PDB code: 4I7Y). The 2Fo-Fc electron
density map in ternary complex is contoured at 1.0 σ level.
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MD simulations. Finally, the good preservation of thrombin secondary
structure elements in the simulation timescale confirms the protein
structural stability (Fig. S8).

3.2.2. Dynamics of the protein-aptamer interactions in the MD simulations
The protein-aptamer interactions, both hydrophilic and hydropho-

bic (Table S3), that were found to stabilize the here determined crystal-
lographic structure of the thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer ternary complex
were analysed from a dynamic point of view.

As concerns thrombin-NU172 interface, the vast majority of the H-
bonding interactions detected in the starting crystallographic models
are either permanent or transient in the simulations of both the binary
and ternary complexes (Table S4 and Fig. S9). It is alsoworth noting that
some H-bonds, which are not present in the crystal structure of the bi-
nary complex but were found to stabilize the ternary complex, are
formed throughout the MD simulation of thrombinNU172 (Table S4).
Vice versa, interactions that are not detected in the crystal structure of
the ternary complex but found in the crystal structure of thrombinNU172

are formed in the simulation of the thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer complex.
This observation indicates that some of the differences emerged from
the comparison of the crystal structures are due to the different packing
environment and not to the different binding state of the thrombin. The
preservation of the hydrophobic interactions that stabilize the
thrombin-NU172 interface in the complexes has been also evaluated
by computing the distances between the centres of mass of the resi-
dues/nucleotides involved in these contacts in the trajectory structures.
Their time evolution indicates that a good level of preservation is
achieved in the MD simulations (Table S4 and Fig. S9).
Fig. 4. RMSD values computed on all atoms of the trajectory structures against the starting crys
ternary complex. Distribution plots are reported on the right side of each plot.
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As concerns thrombin-HD22_27mer interface, a global analysis of
the preservation of the intermolecular interactions in the ternary com-
plex indicates that the H-bonds and hydrophobic contacts detected in
the here reported crystallographic structure are well-conserved
throughout the MD trajectory (Table S5 and Fig. S10). In addition, we
observe the formation throughout the MD simulation of several H-
bonds that were found to stabilize the system in the crystal structure
of the binary complex.

3.2.3. Structural flexibility of the thrombin in the MD simulations
To gain insights into long-range communications in thrombin, we

investigated the structural flexibility of the protein as derived from
the MD simulations of thrombinNU172 and thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer

complexes. These results were compared with those derived from the
MD simulation we previously conducted [56] on the free protein.

We initially looked at the deviations of the average MD structure
from the crystallographic starting model by computing the RMSD per
residue values. As shown in Fig. S11, the highest displacements
(RMSD values larger than 4 Å) are observed for the residues of the poly-
peptide chain termini and for the unstructured protein portions as the
γ-autolysis loop, which encompasses MD residues 184–191 (CS resi-
dues 148–150). As expected, these regions also present large values of
root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSF) (Fig. 5). As a consequence of
the aptamer binding, lower RMSF values are shown by the ternary com-
plex (violet) compared to the free protein (black). It is worth noting,
however, that an increased rigidity is also observed for both exosites
of thrombinNU172 binary complex (magenta). While the limited mobil-
ity of exosite I can be ascribed to NU172 anchoring, the rigidity of the
tallographic models for A) thrombinNU172 binary complex and B) thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer

Image of Fig. 3
Image of Fig. 4


Fig. 5. RMSF values computed on thrombin Cα atoms in the 100–500 ns region of the MD
trajectories in the simulations of free thrombin (black), of thrombinNU172 (magenta), and
of thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer (violet).Magenta and green dashed boxes identify residues of
exosites I and II, respectively.
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unbound exosite II in this complex may suggest the possibility of long-
range communications between exosites.

To gain further insights into this issue, we monitored the dynamical
behaviour of the heavy chain C-terminal protein portion (MD residues
280–293, CS residues 232–245) that belongs to thrombin exosite II. As
shown in Fig. 6A (left side), this region adopts the conformation of the
free thrombin (black) in the starting crystallographic structure of
the binary thrombinNU172 complex (magenta). On the other hand, a
structural variation is observed in the X-ray model of the ternary
thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer complex (violet) as shown by the position
of the side chain of residue Phe293 (CS Phe245) which belongs to this
Fig. 6.A) Superimposition of the starting crystallographic structures (on the left) and the averag
thrombin (black), thrombinNU172 (magenta), and thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer (violet). The insets
distance of the exosite II residues Phe280 (CS 232) and Phe293 (CS 245) in the simulations of
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protein region. Tomonitor the conformational behaviour of this portion
we computed in the MD simulations the Cα-Cα distance between two
residues, Phe280 (CS 232) and Phe293 (CS 245), that delimitate this
exosite II segment (Fig. 6B). We previously [56] shown that this
distance assumes a wide range of values (18–26 Å) in the trajectory
frames of the unbound protein. Conversely, it is interesting to note
that in thrombinNU172 trajectory structures preferentially adopt the
values (in the range 19–21 Å) observed in the MD structures of the
ternary complex with the exosite II bound by HD22_27mer (Fig. 6B).
These data suggest that the binding of NU172 at the exosite I favors a
conformational state of the exosite II that is prone to the anchoring of
the other aptamer. The superimposition of the MD average structures
on the right side of Fig. 6A clearly shows that in the simulation of the
binary complex (magenta) the Phe293 evolves toward the state ob-
served in the structure of the ternary complex (violet) where the
exosite II is occupied. Altogether, these MD results support the idea of
a remarkable cross-talk between the two thrombin exosites.

3.2.4. Structural flexibility of the aptamers in the MD simulations
The comparison of the crystal structures of NU172 and HD22_27mer

has disclosed a different dynamic behaviour of the two aptamers. Indeed,
while the structure of NU172 appears to be highly invariant as function of
the context, on the other hand, Gua12 and Gua13 nucleobases of
HD22_27mer are significantly reoriented in thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer

when compared to their state in the thrombinHD22_27mer binary
complex (Figs. 2 and 3) and form different intramolecular interactions
(Table S6). These nucleobases assume an intermediate state in the
thrombinTBA-HD22_27mer ternary complex (Fig. S12). Using the MD
simulation here performed on thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer and the simu-
lations we previously conducted [56] on thrombinHD22_27mer and
thrombinTBA-HD22_27mer we evaluated the dynamic behaviour of these
different states of HD22_27mer. The inspection of the total number of
intramolecular H-bonds indicate that the HD22_27mer state detected
in thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer is, on average, stabilized by a significantly
higher number of bonds (Fig. S13). The inspection of the preservation
of the interactions made by Gua12 clearly indicates that HD22_27mer
e structures computed in the region 100–500nsof theMDsimulations (on the right) of free
show the protein C-terminal region belonging to the exosite II. B) Distribution of the Cα-Cα

free thrombin (black), thrombinNU172 (magenta), and thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer (violet).

Image of Fig. 5
Image of Fig. 6
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aptamer of thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer is significantly more rigid than
that found in thrombinHD22_27mer (Fig. S14). This guanine is also rigid
in the aptamer of the thrombinTBA-HD22_27mer ternary complex. The
analysis of the flexibility of Gua13 indicates that this nucleobase is mo-
bile in the thrombinTBA_HD22_27mer and thrombinHD22_27mer complexes
whereas it is rigid in the thrombinNU172_HD22_27mer complex (Fig. S14).
Collectively, these findings indicate that, compared to the structural
states previously reported, the conformation of the HD22_27mer
aptamer identified in the present study is stabilized by a larger number
of H-bonds that confers to this state a remarkable rigidity.

3.3. Anticoagulant activity

Taking into account the indications emerged from the MD studies,
we evaluated the ability of NU172 to compete with fibrinogen for
thrombin exosite I in either the absence or presence on exosite II of
HD22_27mer by performing a spectrophotometrical fibrinogen clotting
assay. When HD22_27mer was bound to thrombin exosite II, a net
enhancement of the anticoagulant activity of NU172 was revealed
(Fig. 7). Instead, no variation of the anticoagulant activity of NU172
was detected in the presence of an equimolar amount of IGA3, an insu-
lin binding aptamer that adopts a parallel G-quadruplex structure [79],
used as negative control. It must be underlined that both HD22_27mer
and IGA3 are not able to inhibit the cleavage of fibrinogen by thrombin,
showing a clotting time comparable to the basal value determined in
the absence of oligonucleotides (Fig. 7).

4. Discussion

The assessment of protein-ligand interactions is generally performed
in terms of equilibrium binding affinities that significantly depend on
the dynamics associated to the binding process. Indeed, the dynamic be-
haviour of the hot spot regions is frequently crucial for the recognition
between biological partners. The structure of a binding site may be sig-
nificantly affected by ligands and regulators that interact in distant
regions of the protein (allostery). Frequently, the allosteric regulation
does not produce discrete conformational rearrangements at the bind-
ing site, but it simply affects its dynamics [80]. This idea (dynamic
allostery), developed by Cooper and Dryden [81] in 1984, has recently
emerged as a new paradigm in the protein-ligand interaction field.
Fig. 7. Prolonged fibrinogen clotting times measured in PBS in the presence of fibrinogen
(1.8 mg mL−1), thrombin (5 nM), and aptamer(s) (40 nM). The basal clotting time in the
absence of aptamers is also reported.
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Allostery plays a crucial role in the activity andmodulation of human
α-thrombin as this protein can be fine regulated by the interactionwith
effectors binding at distant sites. Through-bond effects were also re-
vealed between the two thrombin exosites and their typology is closely
related to the nature of the interacting ligands [44–49,51,52,54]. It was
found that, depending on the ligands, the binding at one exosite may
either increase or reduce the affinity of interactors at the other. Interest-
ingly, in the last decades, an aptamer-guided cooperation was observed
between the two thrombin exosites [50,53,55]. Indeed, it was noted that
the aptamer binding to exosite II increases the binding affinity of an-
other aptamer to the fibrinogen-binding site (exosite I), and vice versa,
consequently influencing the coagulant activity of the protein [24,82].

Recently, we found that the inter-exosite communication that
follows the binding of TBA to exosite I or HD22_27mer to exosite II is
mainly attributable to the reduction of the local dynamics that locked
the two exosites in the aptamer-binding competent conformations
[56]. In particular, the crystallographic analysis of the ternary complexes
in which the protein is simultaneously bound to TBA variants and to
HD22_27mer revealed that the presence of the aptamer at exosite I
causes small but significant effects on the conformation and on the
binding contacts of HD22_27mer [42].

In order to obtain further evidence of the aptamer-guided inter-
exosite communication in thrombin, we have here studied the struc-
ture, the dynamics, and the functionality of the ternary complex in
which thrombin is sandwiched between two duplex/quadruplex
aptamers, NU172 and HD22_27mer.

From a structural point of view the comparison of the ternary com-
plex under studywith the correspondingbinary ones indicates a reorga-
nization of tetrad II in the case of HD22 _27mer, which is similar to that
observed for the ternary complexes previously analysed [42]. Further-
more, the nucleobases Gua13 and Cyt14, which stack on tetrad II,
adopt a novel conformation. The local structural variability of
HD22_27mer, which has emerged from the crystallographic analyses
hitherto conducted, highlights a higher conformational flexibility of
this aptamer compared to both TBA and NU172. In particular, whereas
NU172 has an elongated structure with very few contacts between its
two structural domains, HD22_27mer assumes a peculiar sharply
kinked conformation in which the helical axis of the duplex segment
and that of the G-quadruplex motif are approximately perpendicular.
This bent conformation givesmore space to local structural fluctuations
with respect to the elongated one.

To achieve a dynamic view of the thrombin interaction with
aptamers, as done for other protein-aptamer complexes [83–85], and
to obtain an unbiased view of the inter-exosite communication,we per-
formed MD simulations on thrombinNU172 binary complex and
thrombinNU172-HD22_27mer ternary complex and compared them with
the simulations we previously conducted on the free protein and on
thrombinHD22_27mer and thrombinTBA-HD22_27mer complexes [56]. The
analysis of the dynamics of the thrombin exosites in different contexts
indicates that the binding of NU172 at the exosite I makes residues at
the exosite II more rigid (Fig. 5). In particular, the binding of NU172 to
exosite I favors conformations of the other site that are prone to the
binding of HD22_27mer (Fig. 6). All these observations underline that
the binding of an aptamer to a thrombin exosite mainly alters the dy-
namics of the other exosite, although it does not undergo to a net con-
formational change. In particular, the reduction of the mobility of the
residues of the unbound exosite is associated with the selection of the
conformation that is competent for the binding of the aptamer at
that site.

To validate the findings emerged from the MD analyses, we evalu-
ated the synergic action of the two aptamers in anticoagulation experi-
ments (Fig. 7). Although HD22_27mer is not able to inhibit the cleavage
of the fibrinogen to fibrin, its binding to the exosite II of the thrombin
doubles the anticoagulant activity of NU172. Such an enhancement of
NU172 activity is not observed in the presence of a 30mer oligonucleo-
tide (IGA3) that does not bind the thrombin exosites. These

Image of Fig. 7
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experimental results strongly corroborate the idea of a direct long-
range correlation between the two exosites.

Overall, the present crystallographic and dynamic analyses have
provided a detailed characterization of the modulation of the
inter-exosite communication by anti-thrombin aptamers that has
been corroborated by experimental data. The structural/dynamic data
also highlight the different flexibility of the two aptamers. Indeed,
while the structure of NU172 is strictly preserved in the complexes so
far characterized, HD22_27mer somehow adapts its structure as func-
tion of the complex stoichiometry as well as of the crystal packing
constraints.

In conclusion, the synergic action of the two aptamers here investi-
gated represents an important stimulus for the design of bivalent
thrombin-anchoring compounds [86–90].Moreover, their tight associa-
tion in the crystalline form of the ternary complex here characterized,
mediated by the stacking of their duplex regions (Fig. 1) may provide
clues for the rational design of monomolecular aptamers that are able
to bind at once two different thrombin molecules, opening up to unex-
plored strategies of thrombin inhibition or detection.
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